

            PFR TOKEN SWAP ONGOING - Old tokens in Client & Escrow will automatically convert to the new token until February 11.
            

            During the swap (converting the old PFR token to the new PFR token) on platform - until February 11, the withdrawal of PFR tokens will be closed.
            
Thank you for your understanding and follow our news.
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   Payfair
 PAYFAIR is a decentralized Escrow platform and p2p exchange which ensures the paramount security of all cryptocurrency transactions made between two parties.

                            We provide low fees for all transactions in a safe, private and decentralized environment.

							Announcement: From May 2021 Payfair is becomming part of the Bitcoin Revolution platform.
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                Join Bitcoin Revolution Today

                
                    Bitcoin Revolution is an advanced trading software that allows both beginners and experts to trade cryptocurrencies for a profit. Based on an automated algorithm, the platform analyzes the market and identifies lucrative opportunities in  of currency buy and sell price points. Investments are made instantaneously by the program, which cuts out time wasted on decision making and ensures that no human errors impede the transaction.                

                
                    However, traders who choose Bitcoin Revolution can also use the software in manual mode for more customizable experience. Trading parameters such as risk level, investment strategy, and many other aspects can be tailored to suit your financial goals so that you always achieve the desired result. The app can be used directly from our official website on both mobile and desktop devices for added versatility.                
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            Bitcoin Revolution is a trading platform designed for investors from all walks of life and of varying experience levels. Our software is the surest way to turn the cryptocurrency market into a lucrative business opportunity.        

        
            Below are some key aspects you should know:        

    

    
        
            Bitcoin Revolution Software

            
                
                    Bitcoin Revolution is an exclusive platform designed for both seasoned and aspiring investors who understand the value of Bitcoin. Growing your wealth from the comfort of your own home has never been more accessible. Who says enjoying the luxuries of life has to be hard? Grab your smartphone or laptop and start trading like a pro today!
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                    How Bitcoin changed everything?

                    The story of Bitcoin starts in mid-2008, when the financial crisis of 2007-2008 was still in full swing. It was then that the domain Bitcoin.org was registered by person or group operating under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto. This is when the process of peer-to-peer digital currencies was first defined.

                    The first ever Bitcoin was mined almost one year later, in 2009. The cryptocurrency was worth just a few cents back then, which might come as a surprise to anyone familiar with its current value. The first major Bitcoin milestone came in May of 2010, when an enthusiastic miner used 10,000 BTC to purchase two pizzas online. That amount alone would be worth millions of dollars today, and May 22nd is still celebrated as Bitcoin Pizza Day in the mining community.

                    Following this historical event, Bitcoin exchanges appeared and investors were now buying and selling the crypto like any other regular currency on the forex market. Another essential milestone in the history of Bitcoin occured in 2013, when the value of all existing Bitcoins was estimated at one billion dollars. The crypto hit its peak in 2017, when one single unit was worth just under $20,000 dollars ant the total value of all available Bitcoins was of 334 billion dollars.

                    Over the years, Bitcoin has demonstrated resilience on the foreign exchange market even in the face of adversity such as restrictive regulations or hacking. Its value remains remarkable today and more high-profile investors are joining in, which goes to show that cryptocurrencies are here to stay.

                

            

        

    
    
        
            What are Cryptocurrencies?

            
                Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies that operate independently from governments, financial institutions, or other regulatory bodies that usually control transactions. The way their worth is defined is simple and that not much different from the way we evaluate traditional currency. Simply put, the more people invest in cryptocurrencies, the more their value goes up.

            Bitcoin Revolution is the main cryptographic money platform, which lets its clients trade physically or utilize the algorithm characteristics. This enables anybody to market and benefit, regardless of whether one understands the platform or not. The explanation why Bitcoin Revolution is simple to use and benefit from, its because it operates by easily set rules. They can be manipulated at any moment in accordance to the merchants wants, level of understanding and risk seeking level.

            Making a profit with Bitcoin trading functions the same as trading euros or dollars. You buy the crypto when its price is low and sell it when it goes up. Bitcoin (BTC) is the most famous cryptocurrency on the market, but other popular examples you can trade right here on the Bitcoin Revolution software include Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Dash (DASH), and Monero (XMR).

        

        
            How to Operate Bitcoin Revolution

            
                
                    
                        
                            Step 1:

                        

                        Register an Account

                        Head on over to our homepage’s Sign Up section, fill in the required details, and submit your registration request. The process takes less than one minute on your end, and you will become a member as soon as our team reviews and accepts your application. Once this happens, you will have access to our proprietary Bitcoin trading platform for free.                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Step 2:

                        

                        Fund Your Account

                        Trading Bitcoin online requires an initial investment just as any other business would. Fund your account with as little as $250 to begin with and you’ll make money with Bitcoin Revolution in no time.                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Step 3

                        

                        Trade Like a Pro

                        Now that your account is funded, you are ready to go. Simply click ‘Trade’ and watch Bitcoin Revolution’s certified algorithm work its magic for you. You can always set the app to manual trading instead of automatic if you want more control over the operations.

                    

                

            

            

        
        
            
                Bitcoin Revolution Main Advantages

                Bitcoin Revolution is widely recognized and highly regarded. It is the main digital money exchange platform due to its numerous pros mentioned above, and other key features mentioned below:

                
                    
                        
                            

                            Free Software Platform

                        

                        The Bitcoin Revolution software platform is completely free of charge. We do not impose any fees upon download, nor do we deduct any percentage of your account balance for handling or withdrawals. Your funds and profits are 100% yours throughout the entire trading process.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            No Download Required

                        

                        The Bitcoin Revolution cryptocurrency trading app is based entirely here, on our official website. This means that you will not be required to download any software on your computer or mobile device in order to use it. You can access the Bitcoin Revolution platform anywhere and at any time from the comfort of your browser.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            Easy Sign Up Process

                        

                        Registering an account with Bitcoin Revolution is simple, fast, and secure. Our official website’s user-friendly interface allows you to sign up in less than one minute, as well as easily operate the software.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            Quick Authentication

                        

                        Our account verification process has been optimized over the years so that our clients can start trading in no time at all. All we require from you are your payment details and a few bits of personal data. In return, we ensure that you will not have to sit through long waiting times in order for your account to be authenticated.

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            

                            Low Initial Investment

                        

                        Getting started with Bitcoin Revolution calls for you to make an initial investment as low as $250 dollars. What is more, the minimum requirement for entering a transaction is $25, which means that you will never be expected to spend objectionable amounts of money on the platform.

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            Multiple Cryptocurrencies

                        

                        In spite of the platform’s name, Bitcoin is not the only cryptocurrency you can trade on Bitcoin Revolution. The software also accepts Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash Ripple, and Monero. In addition to this, you can also trade regular hard currencies, such as Euros, United States Dollars, or Swiss Francs.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            High Success Rate

                        

                        Bitcoin Revolution’s transaction success rate currently stands at 99.4%, as evaluated by our satisfied clients and our team of financial experts. Thus, downloading it means gaining access to a fully credible and reliable source of income.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            Simple Withdrawals

                        

                        Depositing funds in your Bitcoin Revolution account is possible through all major credit card services, namely Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discovery, as well as e-wallet payment provider Neteller. What is more, withdrawals are equally as accessible and are processed within 24 hours by our team.

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            24/7 Customer Support

                        

                        Bitcoin Revolution has a dedicated customer support team that is available round the clock to solution any issues you might encounter. While we strive to provide the most difficulty-free experience for our clients, errors are inevitable. This is why our team is with you 24/7, and you will even receive a personalized call from them after joining the platform.
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	More Cryptocurrency


 More Cryptocurrency


                                Select the cryptocurrency you would like to trade. 
 "Track" up to 3 favorite options to have them always displayed on your Markets landing page.
                            

  Save and close

 

 





 





 





 





 





 





 




 





 Online status All
Online
Offline


 Country 
        All
         ×  Loading...

 

 Currency 
        ALL
         ×  Loading...

 

 Payment Method 
        All payment methods
         ×  Loading...

 



 Buy  in country: All
 	Seller	Payment type	Limits	Price
	There are no records matching your request
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	›
	»


 Sell  in country: All
 	Buyer	Payment type	Limits	Price
	There are no records matching your request
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	›
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